Spanish Travel Excellence

Introduction
The Unique Traveller is a private tours organization providing unique travel
experiences, special accommodation, themed itineraries, unique tours private or
scheduled, events, incentive travel and conferences in Spain for individuals,
groups and private companies.
We specialize in quality gourmet wine tours, adventure and architectural tours,
festivals and culture tours, and incentive travel, related to the untouched and
authentic Spain.

The Unique Traveller sets out to create a new dimension to travel: one that is
specifically aimed at individual interests and priorities of each customer – a
dimension that provides the traveller with a personal guide, allows them to get
the most out of their limited time, and gives them the chance to experience the
extraordinary.

Our knowledge of our homeland, our contacts, having offices in London and
Spain, and experience make us undoubtedly your choice We cover the mayor
cities such as: Barcelona, Madrid, Seville, Valencia, Bilbao... special cities: San
Sebastian, Toledo, Salamanca, Gerona, Granada , Cordoba, Jerez, Cadiz… unique
towns: Ronda, Laguardia, Santillana del Mar, Arcos de la Frontera, Puerto Santa
Maria, Zamora, Pals, Sitges... also important regions like Andalucia, Catalonia,
Basque Country, Rioja, Navarra, Castilla and any others you might think of.
Your contact in The Unique Traveller:
Ramón Ramirez, ramon@theuniquetraveller.com, telephone: Uk 0044(0)2072896878
Mobile 00447802443986 Spain 0034941163300 Mobile 0034685514071
www.theuniquetraveller.com
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What we can offer
The Real Spain offers an incredible range of superb food and wine activities,
medieval and historic towns, spectacular scenery, impressive culture and
fascinating festivals.
We organise Schedule Tours for those who love joining another travellers and
prefer to share the experience and the cost, and Private & Bespoke Tours for
those who prefer to travel on their own with their own private guide.

Our tours for individuals, families, groups, incoming services, incentive trips,
company travel arrangements and corporate events will cover: wine culture,
traditional and modern gastronomy routes, nature, conference facilities in
incomparable venues, special beach locations, unique accommodation,
festivals, traditions, golf, culture and many interesting activities such as boat trips,
cooking classes, flamenco shows, walking excursions, capeas, equestrian games,
national parks, bull and horse farms visits, wine estates visits and many others.
Our corporate and leisure customised travel experiences consist of a range of
innovative activities held at carefully selected privileged settings such as:
Private wine estates guided tours with the proprietors
Private dining at chefs’ homes
Excellent oil and ham tasting conducted by experts
Gourmet feasts in outdoor settings with spectacular views
Private venues at historic monuments: castle, monasteries, museums etc.
VIP guided tours to fascinating festivals.
Incredible tapas tours through historic quarters.
Thrilling hot air balloon adventures over breathtaking scenery.
Superb private horse shows.
Golf packages
Ramón Ramírez ramon@theuniquetraveller.com, 0034941163300
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The real Spain in images

Architecture in museums, such as the Guggenheim in Bilbao, in wineries in La Rioja, and
famous buildings in Barcelona and Madrid

Culinary activities, dinning at chef’s home, cooking classes, wine and oil tasting in
incredible wineries

World Heritage Sites: the Monasteries of Yuso & Suso in La Rioja, La Alhambra in
Granada, Toledo,

Ramón Ramírez ramon@theuniquetraveller.com, 0034941163300
www.theuniquetraveller.com
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The real Spain in images

Festivals and Fiestas: The Seville Fair in late April, San Fermín in Pamplona, Ernest
Heminway loved it and La Rioja Wine Festival late September: wine activities all day long

Experiencies with gastronomy: buy the ingredients in the local markets, or even better,
see how they collect them in the fields: peppers, asparagus, artichoke.

Spain feautures some of the most important sports events: Formula 1, Moto GP
and football

Ramón Ramírez ramon@theuniquetraveller.com, 0034941163300
www.theuniquetraveller.com
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Unique Accommodation: convent conversion hotels, wineries, boutique hotels, historic
buildings, city modern hotels
If you are a tour operator trying to satisfy your demanding customers willing to
discover Spain, The Unique Traveller is inviting you to experience the extraordinary,
to enjoy the trip of a lifetime that will remain for the rest of everyone lives and
definitely will exceed all expectations.

Testimonials and references

Please check what our clients have to say:
Traveller’s reviews

Some examples of our customised tours

Of our Schedule Tours: Rioja Gourmet Wine Festival

Of our Culinary and Gastronomy Tours in Barcelona, Catalonia and Penedés to
mention one of them.
Of our Corporate Tours: Google Case Study

Of our Private Tours: Any of our tour online can be prepared for Private Parties.
Check some: Madrid and the real Andalucia, for example.

Ramón Ramírez ramon@theuniquetraveller.com,0034941163300

